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Most theories in social and political psychology stress self-interest,intergroupconflict,ethnocentrism, homophily, ingroup bias, outgroup antipathy, dominance, and resistance.
Systemjustification theory is influenced by these perspectives-including social identity
and social dominancetheories-but it departsfrom them in several respects.Advocates of
systemjustificationtheoryargue that (a) there is a general ideological motive to justify the
existing social order,(b) this motive is at least partially responsiblefor the internalization
of inferiorityamong membersof disadvantagedgroups, (c) it is observed most readily at
an implicit, nonconscious level of awareness and (d) paradoxically, it is sometimes
strongest among those who are most harmed by the status quo. This article reviews and
integrates 10 years of research on 20 hypotheses derivedfrom a systemjustificationperspective,focusing on the phenomenonof implicit outgroupfavoritism among membersof
disadvantagedgroups (including African Americans, the elderly, and gays/lesbians) and
its relation to political ideology (especially liberalism-conservatism).
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There is a cluster of related theories that are by now so prevalentin social
science that they strike the contemporaryreaderas self-evidently true.Although
these theories are by no means indistinguishable,they sharea set of common features, including the tenets that groups serve their own interests, develop ideolo881
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gies to justify those interests, have strong preferencesfor members of their own
kind, are hostile and prejudicialtowardoutsiders,and are conflict-seekingwhenever it helps to advance their partisaninterests and particularisticidentities. For
the sake of classification-and in orderto contrastthem with our own approachwe refer to these as "groupjustification"theories (see also Jost & Banaji, 1994).
They hold that people are driven by ethnocentricmotives to build ingroup solidarity and to defend and justify the interests and identities of fellow ingroup
members against those of outgroupmembers. Such theories may contain one or
more of the following specific assumptions:
Similar others are preferredto dissimilarothers. (Allen & Wilder, 1975;
Brewer, 1979; Tsui, Egan, & O'Reilly, 1992)
Prejudiceis a form of hostility directedat outgroupmembers. (Adorno,
Frenkel-Brunswik,Levinson, & Sanford, 1950; Allport, 1954; Brown,
2000b; Pettigrew, 1982)
Intergrouprelations in society are inherentlycompetitive and conflictridden. (Bobo, 1988; Sherif, 1967; Sidanius & Pratto, 1999)
Intergroupbehavior is driven primarilyby ethnocentrismand ingroup
favoritism.(Brewer & Campbell, 1976; Brewer & Miller, 1996; Sumner,
1906; Tajfel & Turner,1986)
Prejudice,discrimination,and institutionalizedoppressionare inevitable
outcomes of intergrouprelations. (Sidanius & Pratto, 1993)
Members of dominantgroups strive to impose their hegemonic will on
membersof subordinatedgroups. (Fiske, 1993; Sidanius& Pratto,1999)
Membersof subordinatedgroups first seek to escape the implicationsof
group membershipby exercising individual exit and mobility options.
(Ellemers, Wilke, & van Knippenberg,1993; Hirschman, 1970; Tajfel,
1975)
When individual exit/mobility is impossible, members of subordinated
groups engage in identityenhancementstrategiesof resistanceand competition. (Scott, 1990; Spears, Jetten, & Doosje, 2001; Tajfel & Turner,
1986)
In coping with chronicallythreatenedsocial identities, membersof subordinatedgroups typically express strongerlevels of ingroupfavoritism
than do members of dominantgroups. (Leach, Spears, Branscombe, &
Doosje, 2003; Mullen, Brown, & Smith, 1992)
Political ideology mirrors/groupmembershipindividual and collective
self-interestand/orsocial position. (Centers, 1949; Downs, 1957; Olson,
1971; Sidanius, Singh, Hetts, & Federico, 2000)
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A sense of injustice is triggered by violations of relative standardsor
established fairness norms. (Deutsch, 1985; Gurr, 1970; Taylor &
Moghaddam, 1994; Walker& Smith, 2002)
In the social scientific imagination, it is as if the advantaged are relentlessly
looking to cash in on their dominance and the disadvantagedare proud revolutionaries-in-waiting.Both types of groups are seen as primarilyself-interested,
and overt conflicts of interestare assumed to be endemic.'
In this paper,we questionthese common, almost ubiquitousassumptionsand
make a case for a contrary perspective. We challenge these conventionally
accepted principles not because we think that they are unhelpful or incorrector
fail to capturethe modal case, but because the many notableexceptions and deviations are instructive, revealing, and helpful for creative theory-building (see
McGuire, 1997). The received view is a good story, but it is not the whole story.
We think that it needs to be supplementedwith an alternativetheoretical perspective that takes the importantexceptions seriously. In this article, we further
advance a psychological theory of systemjustification,defined as the "processby
which existing social arrangementsare legitimized, even at the expense of personal and group interest"(Jost & Banaji, 1994, p. 2). Specifically, we review 10
years of research stimulatedby a system justification perspective on intergroup
relations, and we present some new data pertainingto the ideological basis of
conscious and nonconscious intergroupattitudes.
The Accumulation of Evidence Against the Received View
In recent years, evidence againstthe propositionslisted above has been accumulating, and a number of commentatorshave begun to express dissatisfaction
with pieces of the received view. Jackman (1994), for instance, railed against
"conflicttheories"of intergrouprelationsand the conceptionof prejudiceas "irrational antagonism."She suggested that, from a system maintenanceperspective,
there is far more to be gained by membersof dominantgroups fostering cooperative, even affectionate relationshipswith their subordinates.Her historical and
survey researchshows that dominantsand subordinatesare highly averse to conflict and antagonism and generally develop collaborative relationships, even
within the context of dramaticallyinegalitarianinstitutionssuch as slavery.Glick
and Fiske (2001) similarly criticizedAllport's (1954) populardefinitionof prejudice as antipathyfor failing to explain benevolent forms of sexism. They showed
that seemingly favorable attitudes toward women can help to sustain gender
The assumptionof universalself-interest,whethermade by social scientists or lay people, may itself
contributeto system justification,insofar as it justifies self-interestedbehavioron the partof advantaged group membersby suggesting that everyone-including membersof disadvantagedgroupsequivalently embraces self-interest(which is not the case, as we will show).
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inequality and discriminatorysystems and should thereforebe considered prejudicial, even though such attitudes are highly appealing to many women (e.g.,
Kilianski & Rudman, 1998). The weight of evidence is also mountingagainstthe
notion that ingroup bias is a default feature of intergrouprelations and that
membersof low-status groupstypically use a wide repertoireof identityenhancement strategies.To take one example from the survey literature,Snidermanand
Piazza (1993) found in a large, nationally representativesample that African
American respondentsgenerally accepted unfavorablestereotypes of their own
group as lazy, irresponsible,and violent. Indeed, they endorsedthese stereotypes
even more strongly than EuropeanAmericanrespondentsdid. Experimentaland
field studies have since shown that membersof disadvantagedgroups often hold
ambivalent,conflicted attitudesabout their own group membershipand surprisingly favorable attitudestoward membersof more advantagedgroups (e.g., Jost
& Burgess, 2000; Jost, Pelham, & Carvallo, 2002). On the basis of these and
other findings, Smith and Mackie (2002) concluded that intergroup attitudes
are more complex and differentiatedthan the received view allows. Ingroup
favoritism and outgroupderogationmay be relatively common, but they are by
no means the only reactions that people have to social groups, especially when
status and power differences are involved.
Miller (1999) arguedpersuasivelythat self-interestis a productof social and
culturalnorms ratherthan a universal "fact"about human motivation.Empirical
studies conducted by Miller and Ratner(1998) demonstratethat group memberships have much weaker effects on social attitudesthan observers assume. With
regard to political attitudes, there is notoriously little correspondencebetween
indicatorsof self-interest (such as income, social class, and demographicgroup
membership)and ideology (e.g., Jost, Glaser, Kruglanski,& Sulloway, 2003a;
Lane, 1959/2004; Lipset, 1981; Sears & Funk, 1991; Sidanius & Ekehammar,
1979; Stacey & Green, 1971; Wilson, 1973). Even on issues that should be highly
relevant to considerationsof self-interest, such as policies of economic distribution, researchrepeatedlyshows that low-income groups are scarcely more likely
thanhigh-income groupsto supportsuch policies, althoughthey would obviously
benefit from them (Fong, 2001; Gilens, 1999; Jost, Pelham, Sheldon, & Sullivan,
2003; Kluegel & Smith, 1986). In a similar vein, Newman (2002) concluded on
the basis of her urbanethnographicwork that, in defiance of currentsociological
theories,"ghettodwellers are neitherthe passive victims of nor the heroic resisters
against capitalist or racist exploitation"(p. 1586). Evidence against the received
view has been accumulating,and much of it is more consistent with a system
justification perspective that stresses accommodationand rationalizationof the
status quo than with identity-basedor interest-basedtheories.
Like all contemporaryresearchersof intergrouprelations,we have been influenced immensely by theories of social identification(Tajfel & Turner,1986) and
social dominance(Sidanius & Pratto, 1999). From our viewpoint, however, these
approachesare hamperedby adheringso closely to conventionalassumptionsof
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self-interest,homophily,ingroupbias, outgroupantipathy,and intergroupconflict.
In the case of social identity theory,Tajfel (1975) absorbedmuch of this framework from Hirschman's (1970) rational choice analysis of exit versus loyalty.
Other aspects may have resultedfrom Tajfel and Turner's(1986) overgeneralization of results from the minimal group paradigmin an effort to explain very different contexts involving longstandinginequalities between groups. With regard
to social dominancetheory,assumptionsof self-interestmay derive from a reading
of evolutionary theory in which, among other things, ethnocentrism among
humansis seen as determinedby inclusive fitness as an extension of "geneticselfishness" (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999, p. 27).
To the limited extent that these theories addressattitudestowardthe overarching social system (ratherthanintergroupattitudes),they tend to regardthe social
orderas something that is imposed by one group and resisted by the other.2This
is their strength-because there is considerableheuristicvalue in making such an
assumption-but it is also their weakness. The image of intergrouprelationsthat
results is overly self-interestedand insufficientlyideological; these two criticisms
are not contradictory,because ideology is motivatedby many factors in addition
to self-interest (Jost et al., 2003a). Theories of social identity and social dominance fail to accountfor the degree to which psychological responsesto the social
and political status quo are characterizedby active bolstering and system justification, especially among membersof disadvantagedgroups. That is, hierarchyis
maintained not only through mechanisms of ingroup favoritism and outgroup
derogationexercised by members of dominantgroups, but also by the complicity of members of subordinatedgroups, many of whom perpetuateinequality
throughmechanisms such as outgroupfavoritism.
To illustratethe one-sided emphasis on homophily, ingroup favoritism, and
ethnocentrism(and the correspondingneglect of outgroupfavoritism), we have
listed in Table 1 several books on social identity and intergrouprelations, comparingthe numberof index entriesfor "ingroupbias"and "ingroupfavo(u)ritism"
to entries for "outgroupbias" and "outgroupfavo(u)ritism."For 11 books published between 1981 and 2000, there were 142 index entries for ingroup
favoritism, whereas there were 12 entries for outgroup favoritism, 8 of which
came from a single chapterby Hinkle and Brown (1990). This one-sidedness is
not accidental.Prevailingtheoriescontaina much more developed set of explanatory concepts aroundthe struggle to foster positive group distinctiveness and to
favor ingroup members than aroundthe motive to justify the status quo and the
tendency to internalize status hierarchies.Framing theories around concepts of
2

On this issue, Havel (1991) wrote perceptively that "only a very generalized view (and even that
only approximative)permits us to divide society into the rulers and the ruled.... In the posttotalitariansystem [the line of conflict] runs de facto througheach person, for everyone in his own
way is both a victim and a supporterof the system. What we understandby the system is not, therefore, a social orderimposed by one group upon another,but rathersomething which permeatesan
entire society and is a factor in shaping it" (p. 144).
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Table 1. Number of Subject Index Entries in Books on Social Identificationand Intergroup
Relations Referringto IngroupFavoritismand OutgroupFavoritism, 1981-2000
Book

Turner& Giles (1981)
Tajfel (1984, both volumes)
Turner,Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell(1987)
Brown (1988)
Abrams & Hogg (1990)
Oakes, Haslam, & Turner(1994)
Taylor & Moghaddam(1994)
Stephan & Stephan(1996)
Spears, Oakes, Ellemers, & Haslam (1997)
Sedikides, Schopler,& Insko (1998)
Brown (2000b)
Total
Average per book

Ingroup
favoritism/
ingroupbias
21
6
8
24
13
7
5
3
38
6
11
142
12.9

Outgroup
favoritism/
outgroupbias
0
0
0
0
8a
1
0
0
3b
0
0
12
1.1

"Alleight of these entries refer to a chapterby Hinkle and Brown (1990).
hTwoof these three entries refer to a chapterby Stangorand Jost (1997).

"identification"and "dominance"dictates a focus on difference, conflict, and the
advancementof specific group interests.
The neglect of system-justifyingprocesses is ironic, given that the historical
recordreveals far more acquiescencethanidentity-basedcompetitionor revolt on
the partof disadvantagedgroup members.Zinn (1968), for example, noted that
Society's tendency is to maintain what has been. Rebellion is only an
occasional reaction to suffering in human history; we have infinitely
more instances of forbearanceto exploitation,and submissionto authority, than we have examples of revolt. Measure the number of peasant
insurrectionsagainst the centuriesof serfdom in Europe-the millennia
of landlordismin the East; matchthe numberof slave revolts in America
with the recordof those millions who went throughtheirlifetimes of toil
without outwardprotest.Whatwe shouldbe most concernedaboutis not
some naturaltendency towards violent uprising, but ratherthe inclination of people, faced with an overwhelming environment,to submit to
it. (pp. 16-17)
In the remainderof this article, we demonstratethat a theory of system justification like the one we proposed a decade ago (Jost & Banaji, 1994) is needed to
account for the full range of empiricalevidence pertainingto the causes, consequences, and depth of the individual's psychological investment in the existing
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social system, especially when that investment contradictshis or her own selfinterest and/oringroup solidarity.
We arguethat thereis a general (but not insurmountable)systemjustification
motive to defend and justify the status quo and to bolster the legitimacy of the
existing social order.Such a motive is not uniqueto membersof dominantgroups.
We see it as comparable-in terms of its strength and social significance-to
widely documentedmotives to defend andjustify the interestsand esteem of the
self-concept and the social group (Brewer, 1979; Cialdiniet al., 1976; Greenwald,
1980; Tajfel & Turner,1986). We expand previous theoreticalnotions and claim
thatpeople want to hold favorableattitudesaboutthemselves and abouttheir own
groups, but they also want to hold favorable attitudesabout social and political
systems that affect them.
Ego, Group, and System Justification Motives
Jost and Banaji (1994) distinguishedamong three differentjustificationtendencies or motives that have the potential to be in conflict or contradictionwith
one anotherfor members of disadvantagedgroups. The first motive is "ego justification,"and it describes the need to develop and maintain a favorable selfimage and to feel valid,justified, and legitimateas an individualactor.The second
is referredto as "groupjustification,"and this is the primaryfocus of social identity theory,namely the desire to develop and maintainfavorableimages of one's
own group and to defend andjustify the actions of fellow ingroupmembers.The
third is "systemjustification,"and it captures social and psychological needs to
imbue the statusquo with legitimacy and to see it as good, fair, natural,desirable,
and even inevitable.Withinthis theoreticalframework,one can see that members
of disadvantagedgroups are likely to engage in social change only when ego
justification and/or groupjustification motives overcome the strengthof system
justificationneeds and tendencies.
Because systemjustificationtheorydistinguishesmore clearly thanothertheories among the threemotives of ego, group, and systemjustification,it has taken
the lead, even over its predecessors, in identifying the social and psychological
consequences of supportingthe status quo, especially among members of lowstatus groups (see also Jost, Burgess, & Mosso, 2001). Because social identity
theory locates all social behavioron a continuumrangingfrom "interpersonal"to
behavior(e.g., Tajfel, 1981;Tajfel& Turner,1986), it has contributed
"intergroup"
much to our understandingof the first two motives (ego and groupjustification)
and the relations between them, but it has done relatively little to advance our
understandingof system justification processes. Tajfel and Turner(1986) hinted
that people may find it difficult to imagine "cognitive alternatives,"but they did
not explain the origins of this difficulty,nor does such an assumptionfollow from
other tenets of social identity theory.
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Social dominance theory has addressedthe second and thirdmotives (group
and systemjustification),but in such a way thatthey are frequentlyconflatedwith
one another.Jost and Thompson (2000) demonstratedthat some items from the
Social Dominance Orientation(SDO) scale load onto a "group-baseddominance"
factor, whereas others load onto a separate "opposition to equality" factor.
Because of conceptual and empirical ambiguities concerning the meaning and
measurementof the constructof social dominance, some have interpretedit as a
form of group justification, whereas others have treatedit as synonymous with
system justification. Sniderman,Crosby, and Howell (2000), for example, concluded that "thejob of the social dominance measure"is to "assess the strength
of the desire of some to enjoy the benefits of dominance over others"(p. 270),
and they are by no means alone in this interpretation(e.g., Altemeyer, 1998;
Pratto, Sidanius, Stallworth,& Malle, 1994; Sidanius, 1993; Sidanius & Pratto,
1993). Recently,the definitionof social dominanceorientationhas shifted to make
it more compatible with a system justification perspective. Sidanius, Levin,
Federico, and Pratto (2001), for instance, described the concept as a "general
desire for unequalrelationsamong social groups,regardlessof whetherthis means
ingroup domination or ingroup subordination"(p. 312, italics omitted), which
rendersit much closer to system justificationthan groupjustification.Consistent
with this interpretation,Overbeck, Jost, Mosso, and Flizik (2004) found that
members of low-status groups with high SDO scores adopted system-justifying
styles of acquiescenceratherthangroup-justifyingstyles of resistanceto the status
quo (see also Jost & Burgess, 2000).
As partof an increasedeffort to specify and, ultimately,formalizethe central
tenets of a system justification perspective, Jost and Hunyady (2002) listed 18
hypotheses that have been derived from this frameworkand reviewed empirical
supportfor each of them. The hypotheses cover rationalizationof the statusquo,
interalization of inequality (including outgroup favoritism and depressed entitlement), relationsamong ego, group, and system justificationmotives (including
consequences for attitudinalambivalence, self-esteem, and psychological wellbeing), and the reductionof ideological dissonance. The fact that each of these
hypotheses has received at least some empirical support suggests that the first
decade of system justificationtheory has been a productiveone.
We organize our review of the relevantresearcharoundthe hypotheses identified by Jost and Hunyady(2002) and two others addressedby Jost and Kay (in
press; Kay & Jost, 2003), but we will not devote equal space to each of them.
Instead, we will emphasize and elaborate on those thematic issues that (a) are
most relevant to political psychology, and (b) particularlydistinguish a system
justification perspective from related theories of social identificationand social
dominance. The themes we stress in this article are rationalizationof the status
quo; implicit, nonconscious outgroupfavoritism;effects of political ideology on
ingroup/outgroupfavoritism;conflicts among ego, group,and systemjustification
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motives; evidence of enhancedsystemjustificationamong the disadvantaged;and
system-justifyingeffects of complementarystereotyping.
Rationalization of the Status Quo
According to McGuireand McGuire(1991), people engage in "sourgrapes"
"sweet
and
lemons"rationalizationsby adjustingtheirpreferencesto fit with their
expectations about what is likely to occur. Kay, Jimenez, and Jost (2002) elaborated on the McGuires' analysis of rationalizationand offered the following
hypothesis to distinguish its consequences from predictionsderived from cognitive dissonance and social identity theories:
Hypothesis 1. People will rationalize the (anticipated) status quo by
judging likely events to be more desirablethan unlikely events, (a) even
in the absence of personal responsibility,(b) whether those events are
initially defined as attractive or unattractive,and (c) especially when
motivationalinvolvement is high ratherthan low.
In support,Kay et al. (2002) found that immediatelybefore the 2000 U.S. presidentialelection, both Democratsand Republicansjudged potentialBush and Gore
presidenciesto be more desirableas theirperceived likelihood increasedand less
desirable as their perceived likelihood decreased. Stakeholdersdid not rationalize their own preferencesor those of the political parties with which they identified. Rather,they rationalizedthe status quo even before it became the status
quo, much as Democrats, Republicans,and independentsall showed substantial
increases in supportfor the Iraq war (as well as approvalof the president'sjob
performanceand satisfactionwith the directionof the country)immediatelyafter
PresidentGeorge W. Bush's announcementof war plans and the commencement
of militaryaction (Saad, 2003).
Another way in which people justify the way things are is by using stereotypes to differentiatebetween high- and low-status groups in such a way that
inequalityseems naturaland appropriate(e.g., Jackman& Senter, 1983). To eliminate actual differences between groups, Jost (2001) developed an experimental
paradigmto assess the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2. People will use stereotypesto rationalizesocial and economic status differences between groups, so that the same targetgroup
will be stereotypeddifferently depending on whether it is perceived to
be high or low in status.
Evidence provided by Jost (2001) and Jost and Burgess (2000) supportedthis
hypothesis, revealing considerableingroupderogationand outgroupelevation on
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status-justifyingattributeswhen the ingroup was believed to be lower in social
and economic status than the outgroup,and the opposite when the ingroup was
believed to be higher in status.
If there is indeed a motive to defend andjustify the statusquo, as systemjustification theory holds, then people should be especially likely to use rationalizing stereotypes (and other means) to bolster the legitimacy of the prevailing
system when it is threatenedor attacked.Accordingly,Jost and Hunyady (2002)
hypothesized:
Hypothesis3. People will defend andjustify the social system in response
to threat by using stereotypes to differentiatebetween high- and lowstatus groups to a greaterdegree than when there is no threat.
Many of the social and psychological effects of the 9/11 terrorist attacks
(Pyszczynski, Solomon, & Greenberg,2003)-including increased presidential
support(Moore, 2001), governmentaltrust (Chanley,2002), and stereotypingof
Arab Americans (Goodwin & Devos, 2002)-may be attributableto heightened
needs to defend andjustify the system againstthreat,althoughit is difficultto distinguishamongpersonal,group,and system-level threatsin this case (e.g., Huddy,
Feldman, Capelos, & Provost, 2002).
On the assumption that people would furtherrationalize the status quo by
accepting and even bolstering weak justifications for inequality among groups,
Haines and Jost (2000) argued:
Hypothesis4. Providingexplanations(or pseudo-explanations)for status
or power differencesbetween groups will (a) increase the use of stereotypes to rationalizedifferences, and (b) lead membersof disadvantaged
groups to express more positive (relative to negative) affect concerning
their situation.
Hypothesis 5. Members of disadvantaged groups will misremember
explanationsfor their powerlessness as being more legitimate than they
actually were.
Both hypotheses were supported.Even placebic explanationsled members of a
disadvantaged group to feel better and to ascribe favorable characteristicsto
members of an outgroup that had power over them (see also Kappen &
Branscombe,2001). A memory bias indicatedthat people were more likely than
would be expected by chance to falsely recall that neutraland illegitimate explanations for the power differences were in fact legitimate.
None of the myriadways in which people imbue the status quo with justification and legitimacy follow from theories of social identificationor social dominance. Rather,hypotheses concerningthe varied mannerand considerableextent
to which people actively rationalizethe status quo must be derived from a perspective that takes system justification tendencies seriously (see also Schmader,
Major,Eccleston, & McCoy, 2001).
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The Importance of Outgroup Favoritism
Jost and Banaji (1994) argued that by stressing the ubiquity of ingroup
favoritism, social identity theory failed to account adequatelyfor the degree of
stereotype consensus across group boundaries and the prevalence of outgroup
favoritismamong membersof low-status groups. In advancingthis criticism, we
joined severalothers,includingSidanius(1993) and even a few social identitytheorists (Hewstone & Jaspars, 1984; Hewstone & Ward, 1985; Hinkle & Brown,
1990), some of whom now argue that social identity theory has no problem
handling outgroupfavoritism (see Brown, 2000a; Rubin & Hewstone, 2004). In
proposing system justification theory as an alternative,Jost and Banaji (1994)
hypothesized that members of both high- and low-status groups engage in
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors that reinforce and legitimate existing social
systems, and that outgroupfavoritismis one such example of the legitimationof
inequalitybetween groups.Outgroupfavoritismrefersto the expressionof an evaluative preferencefor membersof a group to which one does not belong (see Jost
et al., 2002). The argumentis not that people have a special motivation to favor
the outgroupmerely because it is an outgroup.Rather,outgroupfavoritismis seen
as one manifestationof the tendencyto internalizeand thus perpetuatethe system
of inequality.Its prevalencecontradictsthe common but false assumptionderived
from social identity theory that "membersof actual low-status groups, whose
groupidentityis chronicallythreatenedby theirrelativeinferiorityto higherstatus
groups, evaluate out-groupsmost negatively"(Leach et al., 2003, p. 933).
Objectionsto TakingOutgroupFavoritismSeriously
Several differentreasons have been offered for downplayingthe significance
of outgroup favoritism among low-status group members and for rejecting the
possibility thatit reflects systemjustification.The firstis thatoutgroupfavoritism
may be due to demand characteristics.This was the position taken by Mullen et
al. (1992), who dismissed the fact that 85% of the low-statusexperimentalgroups
included in their meta-analysis exhibited outgroup favoritism (see Jost, 2001).
Mullen et al. discountedthe experimentalevidence on the groundsthatthe studies
used "artificialgroups"and "a concentrationon transitory,task-specific conceptualizations of status" (p. 119). To address this issue, Jost (2001) summarized
several studies in which perceived socioeconomic success was experimentally
manipulatedin the context of real-worldgroup membershipsand found that outgroup favoritism was still the dominant response of members of low-status
groups.
A second criticism is that most evidence of outgroupfavoritismhas been on
"status-relevant"dimensions of comparison,which suggests that perceptions of
relative inferiority may be largely accurate. Brewer and Miller (1996), for
instance, argued that "consideringthis factor, the effect should probably not be
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labeled a 'bias' at all" (p. 95). In respondingto this issue, Overbecket al. (2004)
showed that members of low-status groups who score high on SDO (and therefore actively reject egalitarian alternativesto the status quo) exhibit outgroup
favoritismeven on status-irrelevanttraits,indicatingthat they have a generalized
sense of inferiority.Behavioralevidence providedby Jost et al. (2002) also establishes thatoutgroupfavoritismis not restrictedto status-relevantstereotypictraits.
A third, related objection is that outgroup favoritism occurs "only" when
members of low-status groups are "constrained"by "social reality"to accept the
legitimacy and stability of the status quo, before they have the chance to adopt
one of severalidentityenhancementstrategies:individualexit/mobility,social creativity, or social competition (Tajfel & Turner,1986). With regardto the behavior of members of disadvantagedgroups, social identity theory clearly aims to
focus on how people move "fromsocial stabilityto social change"(Tajfel, 1981),
from "passive acceptanceto collective protest"(Wright,Taylor,& Moghaddam,
1990), and from "social reality to social resistance"(Spears et al., 2001) whenever circumstancesleave the possibility open.3The main problem with this formulation is that it underestimatesthe strengthof system justification motives to
rationalizethe status quo and leave everything as it is. Consequently,the theory
is overly optimistic about prospectsfor social change (see Reicher, 2004).
A fourthobjectionis thatoutgroupfavoritismreflectspublic impressionmanagement rather than genuine, private interalization of inferiority (e.g., Scott,
1990). In their critique of system justification theory, for example, Spears et al.
(2001) argued that "the resistance of low status social groups to their so-called
'inferiority' may have been somewhat underestimated,often because we have
taken expressions of outgroupbias (and the expression of ingroup bias) at face
value" (p. 334). The suspicion that public avowals should not be taken "at face
value" is also consistent with self-categorization accounts that underscorethe
strategic,rhetoricalaspects of intergrouprelations(e.g., Reicher& Levine, 1994).
Although most experimentalstudies allow for participantsto make privaterather
than public responses, we certainly agree that there are some limitations associated with the use of explicit measures of ingroup and outgroup favoritism
(see Jost et al., 2002). Thus, Jost and Hunyady (2002) considered the following
hypothesis:
Hypothesis 6. Members of low-status groups will exhibit outgroup
favoritism even on (a) open-ended, nonreactive, qualitative measures,
and (b) implicit, nonconscious cognitive, affective, and behavioral
measures.
3 This treatment
acknowledges the phenomenonof system justification,but the account is a passive
one: People perceive legitimacy and stabilitywhen they have no otherchoice or "alternative."System
justification theory, by contrast,focuses on the active social, cognitive, and motivationalrejection
of alternativesto the status quo and the fact that even members of disadvantagedgroups are motivated to perceive the system as legitimate and stable.
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Furthermore,the social desirability/impressionmanagementargumentoffered by
social identitytheoristscan be turnedon its head. Thereare soundreasonsto think
thatthe expression of ingroup(ratherthanoutgroup)favoritismwould be encouraged by conformity to social norms, especially among members of commonly
devalued groups. Miller (1999), for instance, arguedthat self-interestis a powerful social norm and that people often behave in self-interested (and groupinterested) ways in order to comply publicly with the expectations of others.
Miller and Ratner(1998) showed thatpeople consistentlyoverestimatethe degree
to which supportfor social policies is actuallyrelatedto individualand collective
self-interest.Studiesby Ratnerand Miller (2001) demonstratedfurtherthatpeople
are socially sanctioned(and expect to be sanctioned)for violating assumptionsof
self-interestby taking action on behalf of a cause in which they have no stake or
by taking stake-incongruentaction. Thus, an analysis of social normsreveals that
there are often strongpressuresto exaggerateself-interestedand group-interested
behavior.
We expect that social pressureto express ingroupfavoritism would be even
more prevalent in groups that have traditionallybeen targets of discrimination
and prejudice than in other groups. Prescriptivenorms to avoid "identification
with the oppressor"and the "Uncle Tom" syndrome can be intense (see, e.g.,
Scheepers, Branscombe, Spears, & Doosje, 2002). Few observers of contemporary American society would draw the conclusion that African Americans (and
otherracial and ethnic minorities)generally accept thatunequalrace relationsare
legitimate at an explicit, conscious level of awareness.Nonetheless, many recent
studies reveal that when intergroupbiases are measured at an implicit level,
membersof low-statusminoritygroups(includingAfricanAmericans)commonly
fail to exhibit ingroup bias and show preferencesfor higher-statusoutgroupseven when these preferencesare soundly rejectedat an explicit, conscious level.4
Because there are also relatively strong normativepressuresfor membersof
advantaged groups to avoid being seen as prejudiced or discriminatory(e.g.,
Dovidio & Gaertner, 1986), we would expect them to exhibit greater ingroup
favoritism on implicit measures than on explicit measures. Putting the above
observations concerning low- and high-status groups together, we therefore
propose the following interactionhypothesis:
Hypothesis6'. Membersof low-statusgroupswill be morelikely to exhibit
outgroup favoritism on implicit measures than on explicit measures,
whereas members of high-status groups will be more likely to exhibit
ingroupfavoritismon implicit measuresthanon explicit measures.

4

Another phenomenonthat likely capturesa system-justifyingform of implicit outgroupfavoritism
is the tendency for African Americans to show preferencesfor lighter-skinnedblacks over darkerskinned blacks (Hill, 2002).
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Because Hypotheses 6 and 6' addresskey issues that differentiatesocial identity
and system justification perspectives, we will summarize empirical evidence
bearing on these hypotheses in some detail.
ImplicitAssessment of IntergroupBias
Objections against interpretingoutgroupfavoritism as an indicatorof internalization may be addressedempirically with the use of implicit, nonconscious
measures of favoritism. Because implicit responses are assumed to be automatic
and uncontrollable,the use of implicit measures obviates concerns about strategic impression management (e.g., Greenwald & Banaji, 1995). In addition,
implicit measures may tap cognitions that are not necessarily available to conscious introspectionand thereforemay differ considerablyfrom explicit, controllable responses. These features of implicit evaluations provide methodological
leverage for investigationsof outgroupfavoritism(see also Jost et al., 2002). For
example, implicit measurementmay reveal associationsthat are unwantedor otherwise inconsistent with people's explicit views of themselves and their groups
(such as unfavorableevaluations of their own group). In addition,implicit evaluations may guide perception,judgment, and behavior throughmechanismsthat
are completely outside of conscious awareness, thereby providing a particularly
insidious means by which system-justifyingeffects influence membersof disadvantaged groups.
Many (but not all) of the studies that are most useful for assessing implicit
ingroupand outgroupfavoritismhave used Greenwald,McGhee, and Schwartz's
(1998) ImplicitAssociation Test (IAT).This proceduretypically uses very abstract
evaluations of social groups (e.g., good vs. bad, pleasant vs. unpleasantassociations); thus, evidence of outgroupfavoritism on such measures does not merely
reflect status-relevantstereotypesor the consensual demandsof social reality.By
focusing on implicit measures,we are not suggesting that membersof low-status
groups never show outgroupfavoritismon explicit measures;we know that they
often do (e.g., Jost, 2001; Jost & Banaji, 1994). Our review focuses specifically
on groups that, accordingto social identity theory,would be least likely to show
outgroup favoritism on explicit measures. We find that even when members of
these low-status groupsexpress ingroupfavoritismon explicit measures,many of
them still exhibit outgroupfavoritismon implicit measures.
Summaryof Existing Research
Investigations of implicit ingroup and outgroup favoritism have primarily
assessed attitudesof variousage and ethnic groups.Banaji,Greenwald,andRosier
(1997) were among the firstto compareimplicit and explicit levels of ingroupand
outgroupfavoritism among groups differing in racial/ethnicstatus in a study of
undergraduatesat Yale University. Their results indicated that on an explicit
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"feeling thermometer"measure, African American students expressed significantly more favorable (or "warm")attitudes toward their own group than did
EuropeanAmericanstudents.On the implicit (IAT)measure,however, the pattern
was reversed:AfricanAmericansshowed less favorableattitudestowardtheirown
group in comparisonwith EuropeanAmericans (see also Livingston, 2002).
It is possible that these results were limited to a highly unusual sample:
college students at Yale (a predominantlywhite and Asian environment).Nosek,
Banaji, and Greenwald (2002a) confirmed with much larger and more diverse
samples from a demonstration website (now available at http://implicit.
harvard.edu)thatthe original findings were robustand widespread.Results based
on 103,316 European American respondents and 17,510 African American
respondentsindicatedthatAfricanAmericansdisplayed strongerexplicit ingroup
favoritism(d = 0.80) thandid EuropeanAmericans(d = 0.59). Implicitly,however,
EuropeanAmericans showed stronger ingroup favoritism (d = 0.83) than did
African Americans, who actually showed outgroupfavoritism(d = -0.16).
The website also provided data on a measure of age bias (against older
people), which remainsamong the largest and most consensual of implicit biases
against a social group in the United States, even strongerthanracial biases (Levy
& Banaji, 2002; Nosek et al., 2002a). On both implicit and explicit measures,
attitudes toward the elderly are never more favorable than attitudestoward the
young. Explicit attitudesdo vary as a function of age, with less negative attitudes
expressed towardthe elderly among older respondents.Implicit attitudesbear no
such relationshipto age. Implicit ageism remains equivalently strong across the
range of respondentages (see Nosek et al., 2002a).
A number of other published and unpublished studies have investigated
implicit and explicit group biases among groups that differ on racial, ethnic, and
other status dimensions. Spicer and Monteith (2001) showed that between 50%
and 65% of African American students at the University of Kentucky exhibited
implicit outgroupbias in favor of EuropeanAmericans.Ashburn-Nardo,Knowles,
and Monteith (2003) similarly found that 60% of AfricanAmerican respondents
showed a pro-white outgroup bias on an implicit measure, although they
expressedhighly favorableingroupattitudeson explicit measures.Lane, Mitchell,
and Banaji (2003) obtained substantialevidence of implicit outgroupfavoritism
among members of lower-status (vs. higher-status)residential colleges at Yale,
even though assignment to living quarterswas widely known to be randomly
determined.
Uhlmann, Dasgupta, Elgueta, Greenwald,and Swanson (2002) investigated
implicit skin color biases among Latinos in the United States and Chile. On IAT
measures,Latinos tended to express outgroupfavoritismin favor of whites (with
ds ranging from 0.13 to -0.67), and dark-skinnedmorenos expressed outgroup
favoritism(with ds rangingfrom -0.60 to -0.85) in favor of light-skinnedblancos
(who also expressed ingroup favoritism relative to morenos, with ds ranging
from 0.85 to 1.22). On explicit measures,membersof all groupstendedto exhibit
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weak to moderate levels of ingroup favoritism (with ds ranging from -0.10
to 0.59).
Rudman,Feinberg, and Fairchild (2002) rank-orderedhigh- and low-status
groups in terms of the magnitudeof the perceived statusgap that separatedthem.
They found that the largest status gaps (rich vs. poor, slim vs. overweight) were
accompanied by relatively strong ingroup favoritism on the part of high-status
group members (rich, d = 1.73; slim, d = 0.78) and relatively strong outgroup
favoritismon the partof low-statusgroupmembers(poor,d = -1.14; overweight,
d = -0.34) on implicit (but not explicit) measures. Smaller status gaps (whites
vs. Asians, Christians vs. Jews) were accompanied by strong implicit ingroup
favoritismon the partof high-statusgroup members(whites, d = 0.92; Christians,
d = 1.22) and relatively weak ingroupfavoritismon the partof low-status group
members (Asians, d = 0.27; Jews, d = 0.41).
Jost et al. (2002) found that more than twice as many members of a lowstatus group (San Jose State University students) exhibited implicit outgroup
favoritism on an affective IAT measureas did membersof the high-statusgroup
(StanfordUniversity students).Among SJSU students(but not Stanfordstudents),
implicit stereotypingof the two groups(Stanfordas more academic,SJSU as more
involved in "extracurricular"
activities) was associated with implicit outgroup
favoritismon the affective measure.Implicit outgroupfavoritismon the affective
measure was also associated with lowered implicit self-esteem at the individual
level. In a second study, Jost et al. (2002) found that whites, Latinos, and Asian
Americanstudentsall preferredto participatein a "gettingacquainted"study with
a strangerwhom they believed to be white at a rate that was significantlyhigher
than would be expected by chance, and they avoided minority interactionpartners at a rate that was higher than would be expected by chance. These findings
challenge common assumptionsof similarityandhomophilyin sociology andpsychology that people prefer to interactwith those who are similar and who share
the same group memberships.
In a thirdstudy, which included an analysis of birthrecords available on the
Internet,Jost et al. (2002) found that parentswere more than twice as likely to
name theirbaby boys using the fathers'initials thanto name theirbaby girls using
the mothers'initials. Parentswere also more likely to post a birthannouncement
in the local newspaperfor boys than for girls. This research supportsthe existence of "implicitpaternalism"as yet another(consensual)form of nonconscious
system-justifyingbias.
To investigate implicit biases affecting other behavioraloutcomes, Correll,
Park, Judd, and Wittenbrink(2002) carried out video simulations of the splitsecond decisions made by police officers underambiguity.Researchparticipants
were instructedto determineas quickly and accuratelyas possible whetherwhite
and black targetpersonswere armed(in which case they shoulddecide to "shoot")
or unarmed(in which case they should "not shoot"). One of the studies included
African American researchparticipantsas well as EuropeanAmericans, and the
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results from this study indicated that African Americans were just as likely as
EuropeanAmericans to evince an implicit anti-black racial bias. Specifically,
members of both groups were faster to decide to shoot black armed targets and
faster to decide not to shoot white unarmedtargets. Thus, consensually shared
system-justifyingbiases have been found to influencehighly consequentialbehavioral decisions outside of conscious control.
New Data From DemonstrationWebsites
New data from three measures available to the public at a demonstration
website (http://tolerance.org)provided an opportunityto extend the existing evidence concerning implicit and explicit ingroup and outgroupfavoritism. In this
section and the next, we use these additionaldata to replicate and extend previous findings with regard to three different comparisons between members of
advantagedand disadvantagedgroups:white versus black, young versus old, and
straightversus gay.5
Racial attitudeswere comparedamong black and white respondents.Replicating previous demonstrations,African American respondentsshowed stronger
explicit ingroup favoritism (d = 0.79, n = 2,048) than did EuropeanAmerican
respondents(d = 0.62, n = 15,110), althoughboth clearly showed explicit preferences for their own group. On implicit measures, EuropeanAmericans showed
ingroup favoritism (d = 1.06, n = 15,229), but African Americans did not (d =
0.04, n = 2,011). As shown in Figure 1, a largerpercentageof EuropeanAmericans expressed ingroupfavoritismon implicit measures(78.4%) than on explicit
measures (51.1%), whereas a larger percentageof African Americans expressed
ingroup favoritism on explicit measures (65.4%) than on implicit measures
(40.1%). When attitudeswere measuredimplicitly, 39.3% of African Americans
showed outgroup favoritism, which is about the same proportionthat showed
ingroup favoritism. In sum, African Americans-a disadvantagedgroup relative
to EuropeanAmericans-showed strong ingroup favoritism explicitly, but not
implicitly. EuropeanAmericans, by contrast, showed strong ingroup favoritism
whethermeasuredexplicitly or implicitly.
5 Proceduresand

methodologicalissues for web-baseddata collection, analysis, and interpretationare
discussed in detail by Nosek, Banaji, and Greenwald(2002a, 2002b). Data samples were all of the
respondentsfrom the following date rangesfor each of the intergroupcomparisons:race (15 November 2001-5 February2003), age (20 March2001-5 February2003), and sexual orientation(18 March
2002-29 October2002). Explicit measuresfor all threetasks consisted of a differencescore between
individual warmth (feeling thermometer)ratings on 1-point scales toward each of the two target
groups (e.g., black-white).Implicit measureswere the ImplicitAssociation Test (IAT;Greenwaldet
al., 1998) assessing relative preferencefor one targetgroup versus the other. Data preparationand
analysis of the implicit measuresproceededaccordingto the scoring algorithmproceduresdescribed
by Greenwald,Nosek, and Banaji (2003) with the following features:Errorlatencies were replaced
by block means plus a penalty of 600 milliseconds, and trial latencies below 400 milliseconds were
deleted.
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Figure 1. Percentagesof EuropeanAmericans (whites) and African Americans (blacks) expressing
ingroupfavoritism, neutrality,and outgroupfavoritism on implicit and explicit attitudes.For the
measureof explicit attitudes,it was possible for participantsto reportbeing neutralor nonbiased by
ratingboth groups equally. To create a comparableneutralrange for the measure of implicit
attitudes,we calculated the numberof standarddeviations on the explicit scale needed to go from 0
(no bias) to ?0.5 (slight bias) and then calculated IAT scores reflecting the same numberof standard
deviations away from the zero point. Within that range, a person is said to exhibit neither ingroup
nor outgroupfavoritism.

A second task comparedage attitudesamong young and old respondents.For
the purposes of analysis, respondentswho were 50 years of age or under were
classified as "young."6On explicit measures, young people reported ingroup
favoritism(d = 0.34, n = 13,710) and older people showed a weak patternof outgroup favoritism (d = -0.05, n = 868). On implicit measures, young people
demonstratedstrong ingroup favoritism (d = 0.99, n = 12,610) and older people
exhibited strong implicit outgroupfavoritism (d = -0.87, n = 815). As shown in
Figure 2, older respondentswere almost as likely to express implicit outgroup
favoritism (72.0%) as young participants were to express implicit ingroup
favoritism (75.5%).
6 Because the

50-year-old cutoff point was determinedarbitrarily,we conducted additionalanalyses
including only the oldest respondentsin the sample (e.g., >70); results were very similar to those
reportedin the text.
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The final data set culled from the demonstration website allowed us to
compare implicit and explicit intergroupbiases pertainingto sexual orientation.
Both straightand gay respondentsshowed relatively strongexplicit ingrouppreferences (straight, d = 0.84, n = 14,329; gay, d = 0.64, n = 3,316). On implicit
measures,however, only straightparticipantsshowed strong ingrouppreferences
(d = 1.10, n = 14,619). Gay and lesbian respondentson average exhibited only
slight implicit ingroupfavoritism (d = 0.11, n = 3,354). As shown in Figure 3, a
very strong majority (81.0%) of straight participants expressed ingroup favoritism
on implicit measures, but th. responses of more than a third (37.5%) of gay participants (37.2% of lesbians and 38.2% of gay men) revealed implicit preferences
for the straight outgroup.
This review of published and new data supports Jost and Banaji's (1994) contention that members of disadvantaged groups are especially likely to exhibit outgroup favoritism on implicit measures, insofar as such measures minimize social
desirability concerns and vitiate the need (or ability) for potentially painful conscious acknowledgment of inferiority (to oneself and to others). These findings
also consistently support Hypothesis 6'. Specifically, members of low-status
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Figure 3. Percentagesof heterosexual(straight)and homosexual (gay) respondentsexpressing
ingroupfavoritism, neutrality,and outgroupfavoritismon implicit and explicit attitudes.
Expressionsof neutralitywere measuredas described in the legend of Figure 1.

groups exhibit outgroup favoritism with greaterfrequency on implicit measures
thanon explicit measures,whereasmembersof high-statusgroupsexhibit ingroup
favoritismwith greaterfrequencyon implicit measuresthan on explicit measures.
Political Ideology as a Moderator of Intergroup Bias
According to system justification theory, the degree of (explicit) intergroup
bias should be moderatedby the degree to which the status quo is perceived as
legitimate and justified. Specifically, Jost and Hunyady (2002) noted:
Hypothesis 7. As the perceived legitimacy of the system increases, (a)
membersof high-statusgroupswill exhibit increasedingroupfavoritism,
and (b) members of low-status groups will exhibit increased outgroup
favoritism.
This interactionhypothesis differs from the main-effect predictionof Turnerand
Brown (1978), who proposedthatgroups "withillegitimate statusrelationswould
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display more ingroup bias than those with legitimate status relations"(p. 210)
because of status insecurity, regardless of the status of the ingroup. Although
Horsey, Spears, Cremers, and Hogg (2003) have found supportfor the maineffect hypothesis, several other studies have obtained the crossover interaction
pattern and no main effect (see Jost, 2001; Jost & Burgess, 2000; Levin,
Sidanius, Rabinowitz, & Federico, 1998; Majoret al., 2002).
A conceptually related hypothesis is that system justification tendencies in
general should moderatethe expression of ingroup and outgroupfavoritism:
Hypothesis 8. As system justification tendencies increase, (a) members
of high-statusgroups will exhibit increased ingroupfavoritism, and (b)
members of low-status groups will exhibit increased outgroup
favoritism.
Jost and Thompson (2000) developed an economic system justification scale
to measure the degree to which people perceive economic inequality to be fair,
legitimate, and necessary.They found that scores on the scale predictedenhanced
ingroup favoritism (on a feeling thermometer measure) among European
Americans but not among African Americans.A subsequentstudy indicatedthat
economic system justification was also associated with increased ingroup
favoritism among northernItalians (a high-statusgroup) and increasedoutgroup
favoritism among southern Italians (a low-status group; see Jost & Hunyady,
2002, pp. 136-138).
Jost et al. (2003a) argued that (right-wing)political conservatismis a form
of system justification, insofar as it provides moral and intellectual supportfor
the status quo by (a) resisting change and (b) rationalizing the existence of
inequality.If this assumptionis correct,then it follows from the foregoing that:
Hypothesis8'. As political conservatismincreases, (a) membersof highstatusgroupswill exhibit increasedingroupfavoritism,and (b) members
of low-status groups will exhibit increasedoutgroupfavoritism.
Consistent with this formulation,Levin et al. (1998) reportedthat conservatism
was associated with significantlevels of ingroupfavoritismamong Europeanand
Asian American respondentsand with significant levels of outgroupfavoritism
among Latinos and African Americans. Similarly, Jost and Thompson (2000,
study 4) administeredmeasuresof political ideology and intergroupbias; conservatism was indeed associated with increasedingroupfavoritismamong European
Americans (d = 0.30, n = 342) and increasedoutgroupfavoritismamong African
Americans (d = -0.43, n = 105). Jost et al. (2001) analyzed national survey data
from Italy and found that northernItaliansexpressed strongeringroupfavoritism
as they held increasinglyright-wingpolitical opinions, whereas southernItalians
expressed (slightly) strongeroutgroupfavoritismas they held increasinglyrightwing political opinions.
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Data From the DemonstrationWebsite
Data from the IATdemonstrationwebsite can also be used to investigaterelations between political orientation and ingroup and outgroup favoritism. Selfreportedpolitical orientationwas included in the demographicquestionnairefor
each of the three web-based tasks describedpreviously. Specifically,participants
located themselves on a 7-point scale ranging from "extremelyliberal" (-3) to
"extremely conservative"(3). We conducted a series of regression analyses for
each of the three intergroup comparisons (white-black, young-old, and gaystraight) for measures of both implicit and explicit intergroupbias. For each
comparison,Model 1 included variablesfor group membership,political conservatism, and their interaction.Model 2 includedthese variables,a control variable
for explicit attitudeswhen predictingimplicit attitudes,and a control variablefor
implicit attitudeswhen predictingexplicit attitudesto show that the relationship
held for each measurementtype independentlyof the other.Model 3 includedthe
variablesfrom Model 1 as well as demographiccontrolvariablesfor age, sex, and
educationto show that the relationshippersistedaftercontrollingfor otherdemographic variables. For the young-old comparison,no main or interactioneffects
of political ideology were observed, and so we will not discuss these results
further.For the other two comparisons,however, group membershipand political ideology consistently interactedwith one anotherto predictboth implicit and
explicit attitudesin all analyses.
Regression results for the white-blackcomparisonsare summarizedin Table
2. Consideringthe significanteffect of the interactionbetween groupmembership
and political ideology separately for racial groups, we find that conservatism
exerts opposite effects on ingroup favoritism for Europeanand African Americans. For EuropeanAmericans,political conservatismwas positively and significantly associatedwith ingroupfavoritismon both implicit (d = 0.26, n = 10,644)
and explicit measures(d = 0.52, n = 10,527) (p < .001 in both cases). For African
Americans, increasing conservatism was associated with increased outgroup
favoritism on the explicit measure (d = -0.20, n = 1,437, p < .001) and, nonsignificantly,on the implicit measure(d = -0.06, n = 1,464). Means are shown in
Figure 4.
Results are even more compelling for the gay-straightcomparison(see Table
3). For straightrespondents,political conservatismwas strongly predictive of a
pro-straight/anti-gayingroup bias on both implicit (d = 0.56, n = 14,038) and
explicit measures (d = 0.98, n = 13,792). For gay and lesbian respondents,
however, conservatismwas associated with a pro-straight/anti-gayoutgroupbias
on implicit (d = -0.35, n = 3,264) and explicit measures (d = -0.41, n = 3,233).
Means are shown in Figure 5. Thus, studies involving race, ethnicity, regional
statusdifferences,and sexual orientationconsistently supportthe crossover interaction hypothesis that as political conservatismincreases,membersof high-status
groups tend to exhibit increased ingroup favoritism, whereas members of low-
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Table 2. Results of RegressionAnalyses for Racial Comparison
Model 1
Implicit attitude
Education
Sex
Age
Explicit attitude
Group membership
Political conservatism
Group x conservatism
AdjustedR2
Explicit attitude
Education
Sex
Age
Implicit attitude
Group membership
Political conservatism
Group x conservatism
AdjustedR2

Model 2

Model 3
.00
-.06***
-.03**

.25***
-.33***
.03*
-.03*
16%

-.31**
.04**
-.07***
10%

-.31**
.04**
-.07***
11%
-.01
-.08***
.00

.26***
.15***
.05**
-.17***
13%

.07***
.06***
-.19***
7%

.07***
.05***
-.18**
7%

Note. Entries are standardizedregression coefficients (3s). Group membershipwas coded -1 =
whites, 1 = blacks. Respondentsex was coded 0 = male, 1 = female.
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

Table 3. Results of RegressionAnalyses for Sexual OrientationComparison
Model 1
Implicit ingroup/outgroupfavoritism
Education
Sex
Age
Explicit attitude
Group membership
Political conservatism
Group x conservatism
AdjustedR2
Explicit ingroup/outgroupfavoritism
Education
Sex
Age
Implicit attitude
Groupmembership
Political conservatism
Groupx conservatism
AdjustedR2

Model 2

Model 3
-.02**
-.09***
-.02**

-.46***
.02*
-.25***
18%

.31***
-.38***
-.02
-.14***
25%

-.46***
.01
-.25***
18%
-.06***
-.1***
-.03

-.28***
.14***
-.36***
19%

.30***
-.14***
.13***
-.28***
27%

-.28***
.***
-.36***
21%

Note. Entries are standardizedregression coefficients (ps). Groupmembershipwas coded -1
straight, 1 = gay. Respondentsex was coded 0 = male, 1 = female.
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
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Figure 4. Relations between political ideology and ingroup/outgroupfavoritismon implicit and
explicit measuresas a function of race. (A) Implicit ingroup/outgroupfavoritism;(B) explicit
ingroup/outgroupfavoritism.Errorbars indicate one standarddeviation above and below the mean.

statusgroupsexhibit increasedoutgroupfavoritism.Among otherthings, this evidence contradictsthe content-freeassumptionsof social identitytheoryas applied
to ideology and political group membership,including the claim by Turnerand
Reynolds (2003) that "the right-wing versus left-wing continuum of political
thought does not correlatewell with being simply for or against group inequalities" (p. 202). Indeed, right-wing conservatism is consistently associated with
acceptance(ratherthanrejection)of inequalityacross many differentcontexts (see
also Jost et al., 2003a, 2003b).
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Depressed Entitlement Among the Disadvantaged
According to Major (1994), the oft-noted tendency for women to feel that
they deserve lower wages thanmen do is another(presumablynonconscious)bias
that serves to perpetuateand justify inequality. Because most of the relevant
studieshad been carriedout in the 1970s and 1980s, Jost (1997) conducteda replication to see whetherwomen in an explicitly feminist environment(Yale College
in the 1990s) would internalizea depressedsense of entitlement.Results indicated
that they did: Women "paid themselves" on average 18% less than men did for
work that was indistinguishablewith regardto quality.
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Work by Pelham and Hetts (2001) suggests that the depressed-entitlement
effect is attributableto status inequalityratherthan to gender per se. They found
that people who were employed in low-paying jobs, regardless of their gender,
believed that their work on difficult (but not easy) tasks was worth less than did
people who were employed in higher-payingjobs. This evidence suggests that
people internalizethe effects of inequality,adjustingtheir expectations to fit the
status quo. More specifically:
Hypothesis 9. Members of disadvantagedgroups (not just women) will
exhibit a depressed sense of entitlementrelative to members of advantaged groups, even in explicitly egalitarianenvironments.
Blanton, George, and Crocker (2001) drew on both cognitive dissonance and
system justificationtheories to predict:
Hypothesis 10. Members of disadvantagedgroups will be more likely
to exhibit depressed entitlement (relative to members of advantaged
groups) for past work that has already been completed than for future
work that has not yet been completed.
This hypothesiswas supported.Blantonet al. found thatwomen felt they deserved
less than men did in the "pastwork"condition but not in the "futurework"condition, apparentlybecause they felt a stronger need to justify past efforts than
an indeterminatefuture. Research on the depressed-entitlementeffect therefore
demonstratesthat a system justification perspective is useful for understanding
phenomenain addition to stereotypingand outgroupfavoritism, includingjudgments of one's own economic worth.
Conflicts Among Ego, Group, and System Justification
From a system justification perspective, members of disadvantagedgroups
are often faced with potential conflicts among ego, group, and system justification needs that are not experiencedby membersof advantagedgroups (Jost et al.,
2001). For example, women who are strongly committed to the belief that the
status quo is legitimate are more likely to exhibit depressed-entitlementeffects
(Major, 1994) and to express sexism against women (Glick & Fiske, 2001). To
the extent that the strengthof system justification motives surpassesthat of ego
and group justification motives, members of disadvantaged groups are not
expected to engage in social change strategies to a substantialdegree (see also
Major et al., 2002; Schmaderet al., 2001).
In addressingconflicts and trade-offs among group and system justification
motives, Jost and Burgess (2000) arguedthat ingroupratingsmade by low-status
group members would reflect greater ambivalence than ratings made by highstatus group members.It was also predictedthat for membersof psychologically
meaningful groups (for whom at least moderate levels of group justification
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motives would be present), ambivalence toward the ingroup would be (a)
increasedfor membersof low-status groups as system justificationmotives were
increased,and (b) decreasedfor membersof high-statusgroups as system justification motives were increased.Thus, the following hypotheses were assessed:
Hypothesis 11. Members of low-status groups will exhibit greater
ambivalence toward their own group than will members of high-status
groups.
Hypothesis 12. Members of low-status groups will exhibit increased
ambivalencetowardtheir own groupas system justificationis increased.
Hypothesis 13. Members of high-status groups will exhibit decreased
ambivalencetowardtheir own group as systemjustificationis increased.
In an experimental study conducted with University of Maryland students,
ambivalence toward the ingroup-operationalized in terms of various indirect
measuresof attitudinalconflict-was found to be higher for people who were led
to believe that their group was relatively low in socioeconomic success than for
people who were led to believe that their group was relatively high. As hypothesized, perceivedlegitimacy of the statusdifferencesincreasedambivalenceamong
low-status group members and decreased ambivalence among high-statusgroup
members.In a follow-up study,men and women read abouta female plaintiffwho
posed a threatto the statusquo by suing her universityfor gender discrimination.
Jost and Burgess (2000) found that ambivalence toward the plaintiff correlated
positively withjust-worldbeliefs and SDO scores among women respondents,but
it correlatednegatively with SDO scores among men. This finding suggests that
social dominanceorientationis betterconceptualizedas a form of system justification, as arguedalso by Sidaniuset al. (2001) and Overbecket al. (2004), rather
thanas a form of groupjustification,as suggestedby others(e.g., Altemeyer,1998;
Sidanius & Pratto, 1993; Snidermanet al., 2000).
Jost and Thompson (2000) predictedthat providing ideological supportfor
existing systems of inequalitywould be associatedwith psychological advantages
for EuropeanAmericans and disadvantagesfor African Americans. Specifically,
they hypothesized:
Hypothesis 14. System justificationwill be associatedwith (a) increased
self-esteem for members of advantagedgroups, and (b) decreased selfesteem for membersof disadvantagedgroups.
Hypothesis 15. Systemjustificationwill be associatedwith (a) decreased
depressionfor membersof advantagedgroups,and (b) increaseddepression for membersof disadvantagedgroups.
Hypothesis 16. Systemjustificationwill be associatedwith (a) decreased
neuroticismfor members of advantagedgroups, and (b) increased neuroticism for members of disadvantagedgroups.
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In four studies,economic systemjustificationand generalizedoppositionto equality were associated with decreased self-esteem and ingroup favoritism among
AfricanAmericanrespondents,as well as with increasedneuroticismand depression. These same variables were associated with increased self-esteem and
ingroup favoritism and decreased neuroticism and depression among European
Americans (see also Chen & Tyler, 2001). This evidence suggests that conflicts
exist among ego, group, and system justification variables for members of lowstatus groups but not high-status groups, as first predicted by Jost and Banaji
(1994).
Enhanced System Justification Among the Disadvantaged
In an editorial in the New YorkTimes, Brooks (2003) asked, "Why don't
people vote their own self-interest?"He went on to observe:
Every few years the Republicanspropose a tax cut, and every few years
the Democratspull out theirincome distributionchartsto show thatmuch
of the benefits of the Republicanplan go to the richest 1%of Americans
or thereabouts.And yet every few years a Republicanplan wends its way
throughthe legislative process and, with some trims and amendments,
passes.... The Democratscouldn't even persuadepeople to oppose the
repeal of the estate tax, which is explicitly for the mega-upperclass. Al
Gore, who ran a populist campaign,couldn't even win the votes of white
males who didn't go to college, whose incomes have stagnatedover the
past decades and who were the explicit targets of his campaign. Why
don't more Americans want to distributemore wealth down to people
like themselves?
By postulatingthat people have psychological attachmentsto the status quo that
supersede considerations of self-interest, system justification theory aspires to
understandbehavioral anomalies in social and political psychology. A system
justification perspective helps to understandwhy people who are economically
disadvantagedoften oppose income redistribution(e.g., Fong, 2001; Gilens, 1999;
Kluegel & Smith, 1986), why women accept gender stereotypesand conventional
definitionsof sex roles (e.g., Glick & Fiske, 2001; Jackman,1994; Major, 1994),
and why so many members of disadvantagedgroups reject egalitarianalternatives to the status quo (e.g., Jost, Pelham, et al., 2003; Lane, 1959/2004; Lipset,
1981).
Othertheoriesare ill-equippedto deal with these phenomena,mainlybecause
they assume (either implicitly or explicitly) that social and political attitudesand
behaviors follow from group identification,party membership,generalized ethnocentrism,dominance needs, and other individual or collective forms of symbolic or materialself-interest.Sidaniuset al. (2000), for example, wrote that "the
SD approachasserts that one's commitmentto equality is likely to be related to
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the social status of one's group, with members of dominantgroups being more
resistantto the redistributionof resourcesand less likely to endorse principlesof
equality"(p. 196). Social identity theoristsagree with relatively few assumptions
made by social dominancetheorists,but they do concur that membersof higherstatusgroupshold more favorableattitudesthando membersof low-statusgroups
toward the preservation of the social order (e.g., see the exchange between
Schmitt,Branscombe,& Kappen,2003, and Sidanius& Pratto,2003). Turnerand
Reynolds (2003) pointed out that social identity and social dominance perspectives lead to the common conclusion that "subordinategroups are more likely to
reject the status quo than are dominantgroups, consistent with the self-interestof
both"(p. 201). By contrast,an emphasison the system-justifying(ratherthanegojustifying or group-justifying)functionsof attitudes,beliefs, andideologies entails
recognizing that preservingthe status quo is a collaborativeprocess in which, as
Havel (1991) put it, "everyone... is both a victim and a supporterof the system"
(p. 144).
The strongest,most paradoxicalform of the system justificationhypothesis,
which draws also on the logic of cognitive dissonance theory,is that membersof
disadvantagedgroups would be even more likely than members of advantaged
groups to supportthe status quo, at least when personal and group interests are
low in salience. Cognitive dissonance researchersare well known for having
demonstratedthat people who are most socially and physically depriveddevelop
the strongest needs to justify their own suffering, in order to reduce dissonance
(e.g., Wicklund& Brehm, 1976). If thereis a motive to justify the system in order
to reduce ideological dissonance and defend against threatsto the system's legitimacy, it follows that those who suffer the most from the system are also those
who have the most to explain,justify, and rationalize(see also Lane, 1959/2004).
Jost, Pelham et al. (2003) reportedthe results from five survey studies that provided the opportunityto investigate variationson the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 17. When individual and group needs and interests are low
in salience or strength,members of disadvantagedgroups will provide
stronger support for the social system and its authorities than will
members of advantagedgroups.
In one study, Jost, Pelham et al. (2003) found that low-income respondentsand
AfricanAmericanswere more likely thanhigh-incomerespondentsand European
Americans to supportlimitations on the rights of citizens and media representatives to criticize the government. In a second study, low-income Latinos were
more likely to trust in governmentofficials and to believe that "the government
is run for the benefit of all" than were high-income Latinos, even after controlling for educational differences and excluding politically conservative Cuban
respondents.
A thirdstudyaddressedmeritocraticideology and found that(contraryto selfinterest)low-income respondentswere more likely thanhigh-incomerespondents
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to believe that large differencesin pay are necessary to "get people to work hard"
and "as an incentive for individual effort."Again, these effects retained significance aftercontrollingfor education.In the fourthstudy,AfricanAmericansliving
in the South (compared to African Americans living in the North) had lower
income levels but endorsed meritocraticbelief systems to a greaterextent. In a
fifth study, Jost, Pelham et al. (2003) found that low-income respondents
and African Americans were more likely than high-income respondents and
EuropeanAmericans to believe that economic inequality is both legitimate and
necessary.
Although we are certainly not claiming that members of disadvantaged
groupswill always (or even typically) exhibit strongersupportfor the system than
will members of advantagedgroups, our theoretical analysis is consistent with
several other findings in the literaturethat have not been integratedpreviously.
Specifically,membersof groupsthat are low in socioeconomic success have been
found to score higher than members of groups that are high in socioeconomic
success on measures of right-wing authoritarianism(Altemeyer, 1981), political
conservatism(Stacey & Green, 1971), power distance (Hofstede, 1997), and the
belief in a just world (Hunt, 2000). This evidence contradictsprevailingassumptions that social and political attitudes generally reflect self-interest and group
membershipand that dominantgroup membersalways take the lead in maintaining the social order.The fact that membersof disadvantagedgroups are-under
some circumstances,at least-more likely thanothersto justify the system is consistent with the notion that they are motivated to reduce ideological dissonance
in such a way that the status quo is preserved.
If the above line of reasoning is correct, anothercounterintuitivehypothesis
concerningthe reductionof ideological dissonance follows:
Hypothesis 18. System justificationlevels will be higher in societies in
which social and economic inequality is more extreme ratherthan less
extreme.
Although more research is needed to assess this hypothesis, Glick and Fiske
(2001) found that men's and women's mean scores on both "hostile"and "benevolent" forms of sexism at the national level were negatively correlated with
indices of gender development (women's education, longevity, and standardof
living relative to that of men) and genderempowerment(women's representation
in business and government)in 19 differentcountries.Glick and Fiske also found
that "whenmen in a nationmore stronglyendorsedsexist ideologies, women followed suit, providing strong correlational evidence of system justification"
(p. 114). Average within-country correlations between the sexism scores of
men and women surpassed.80, indicating that consensual ideologies existed to
rationalizegender inequality-especially in highly inegalitarianenvironments.
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System-Justifying Effects of Exposure to Complementary Status
and Gender Stereotypes
Throughoutthis article, we have emphasized the valence of intergroupattitudes, especially the degree of ingroupversus outgroupfavoritism.Recent studies
suggest that system justification theory is also useful for understandingspecific
stereotypecontents, regardlessof valence. Kay and Jost (2003) hypothesizedthat
exposure to compensatoryrepresentationsof the poor as more honest and happy
than the rich would lead to an increase in supportfor the status quo, insofar as
such stereotypes maintainthe belief that every group in society has its rewards
and no group has a monopoly on everythingthat is valued:
Hypothesis 19. Exposure to complementary stereotype exemplars (in
which membersof high- and low-statusgroups are seen as having opposite, offsetting strengthsand weaknesses) will increase system justification, in comparisonto noncomplementarystereotypeexemplars.
This hypothesis was corroboratedin four experimentsconductedby Kay and Jost
(2003). Exposure to "poor but happy,""poor but honest," "richbut miserable,"
and "rich but dishonest" stereotype exemplars led people to score higher on a
general, diffuse measureof system justification,comparedto noncomplementary
control conditions.
Building on Glick and Fiske's (2001) account of benevolent sexism as a
system-justifyingideology, Jost and Kay (in press) arguedthat exposure to complementarygender stereotypesshould also serve to increase women's supportfor
the status quo. Specifically, they hypothesized:
Hypothesis 20. Exposure to benevolent and complementary gender
stereotypes(in which women are seen as communalbut not agentic) will
increasesystemjustification,especially among women, in comparisonto
neutralor noncomplementarystereotypes.
Studies by Jost and Kay (in press) showed thatremindersof benevolent and complementarygender stereotypesincrease both gender-specificand diffuse support
for the system among women respondents,who might otherwise be less likely
than men to view the statusquo as fair, legitimate, andjustified (e.g., Sidanius &
Pratto, 1999).
Concluding Remarks
In this overview of evidence pertainingto 20 hypothesesderivedfrom system
justification theory, we have highlighted research that is especially relevant to
political psychology and to empiricallyverifiabledifferencesbetween the system
justification perspective and neighboring theories of social identification and
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social dominance.The evidence demonstratesthat people are motivatednot only
to hold favorable attitudestowardthemselves and toward members of their own
groups (as other theories assume), but also to hold favorableattitudestowardthe
existing social system and the status quo. What is especially significant is that
system justificationmotives are sometimes capable of overridingego and group
justification motives associated with the protection of individual and collective
interests and esteem. In contrast to other theories, system justification theory
unambiguouslyaddressesthe possibilities that (a) there is an ideological motive
to justify the existing social order,(b) the motive is at least partiallyresponsible
for outgroupfavoritism and the internalizationof inferiorityamong membersof
disadvantagedgroups, (c) it is observed most readily at an implicit, nonconscious
level of awareness,and (d) paradoxically,it is sometimes strongestamong those
who are most disadvantagedby the social order.
In positing a general psychological tendency to justify and rationalize the
status quo, we do not assume that everyone is equally motivated to engage
in system justification. In this review, we have focused most extensively on
political conservatism as an ideological variable that picks out an individual's
propensityto resist change and rationalizeinequality.Otherindividual-difference
variables that are presumablyrelated to general system justification tendencies
include right-wing authoritarianism,belief in a just world, Protestant work
ethic, power distance, and social dominance orientation,especially the "opposition to equality" factor (e.g., Jost & Burgess, 2000; Jost & Hunyady, 2002;
Jost et al., 2003a; Kay & Jost, 2003; Overbeck et al., 2004). In acknowledging
the role of individual differences, therefore, our view is more consistent
with social dominance theorists than with social identity theorists (see Huddy,
2004).
We do not believe, however, thatthe existing evidence is sufficientto warrant
accepting the notion that hierarchy and inequality are genetically mandatedat
either the individual or species level, as argued by Sidanius and Pratto (1993,
1999). On this issue, we are closer to the social constructionistposition taken
by social identity theorists (e.g., Berger & Luckmann, 1966; Jost & Kruglanski,
2002; Reicher, 2004; Tajfel, 1981). What seems less speculative to us (but
speculative nonetheless, given the dearthof direct evidence concerning the circumstancesof our evolutionaryhistory) is the possibility that humanbeings have
developed generally adaptive capacities to accommodate, internalize, and even
rationalize key features of their socially constructed environments, especially
those features that are difficult or impossible to change (e.g., Gilbert, Pinel,
Wilson, Blumberg, & Wheatley, 1998; Kay et al., 2002; McGuire & McGuire,
1991; Wilson, Wheatley,Kurtz,Dunn, & Gilbert,2004). The social and political
implications of this simple assumptionare vast indeed, and they may help us to
understandwhy, for better and for worse, the status quo exerts such a powerful
hold on us, whetheror not it serves our interests,and whetheror not we are aware
of its influence.
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